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Verbatim VB-DPR47S2A

Brand : Verbatim Product code: 43500

Product name : VB-DPR47S2A

DVD+R Matt Silver, 25pcs

Verbatim VB-DPR47S2A:

Verbatim DVDR/RW uses MKM/Verbatim's technology which ensures any recording to be of a superior
quality. Mitsubishi Chemical's R&D combined with its strong cooperation with drive manufacturers
ensures the broad compatibility of Verbatim's discs making them ideal for sharing computer data, home
videos, photos and music. From Europe's Number 1* for recordable media
Verbatim VB-DPR47S2A. Native capacity: 4.7 GB, Type: DVD+R, Optical disc diameter: 120 mm. Package
type: Spindle. DVD write speed: 16x

Features

Native capacity * 4.7 GB
Type * DVD+R
Optical disc diameter * 120 mm
Quantity per pack * 25 pc(s)
LightScribe
Duplex (double-sided)
Printable

Features

DVD write speed 16x
Recording time 120 min
Top surface type Matt Silver

Packaging data

Package type Spindle

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 85234190
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